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News from the Vintage Wireless and Gramophone Club, Perth. WA.
This issue comprises the August 2019 to May 2020 Meetings.

At the 23 September 2019 meeting, Rodney
House gave an interesting presentation with
demonstration on Vertical Cut Records.

Peter May showed us his 1926 Ostlind model
A4 regenerative radio, made in Stockholm,
Sweden. 27 January 2020 meeting.
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From the left : Tony Barbitano, Reg Gauci and
Syd Pateman in the kitchen after the 28 October 2019 meeting

This late-1920’s 3-valve, bakelite-front Batyphone
radio was included in the January auction. These
radios were handmade in Perth1923 to 1940’s.
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Editorial

VINTAGE WIRELESS AND GRAMAPHONE CLUB
OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA Inc.

EXECUTIVE 2019-2020
President: Rob Nunn
51 St Helier Drive, Sorrento, WA 6020
Phone: 0418 922 629 (M) ; 08 94486143 (H)
Email : ranunn07@bigpond.com
Vice President: Reg Gauci

Welcome to Edition No 135 of our Club
magazine, “Radio-Gram”! This issue
covers our club activities during the period from August 2019 to May 2020. The
magazine complements our Club Website, http://vwgc.org.au managed by
our Vice-President Reg Gauci.

Vince Taylor (Minute Secretary)

Rob Nunn
Our monthly club meetings for March,
April and May were cancelled due to
the closure the Blue Gum Community Centre due to regulations imposed by government as a result of the Covid-19
virus pandemic.

Treasurer: Barry Kinsella
Email : barkinsella@optusnet.com.au

At our 26 Aug. 2019 meeting, Tony Smith showed some
interesting films borrowed from AMMPT. (See Page 6).

Secretary: Andrew Wakeman
Email : tdsc@iinet.net.au

Website: Reg Gauci : http://vwgc.org.au
Email: info@vwgc.org.au
Committee: Rob Nunn, Barry Kinsella, Andrew
Wakeman, Vince Taylor, Reg Gauci, Tony Baylis.
Tony Barbatano and Syd Pateman (Auctioneers),
Paul Hansen (Librarian).
Editor: Rob Nunn; Publicity/Website: Reg Gauci

Rodney House presented an interesting story, with very
good displays on the short-lived history of Vertical Cut
Records at our 23 Sept. 2019 meeting. (See Pages 7-9).
A Committee meeting was held at the Presidents home on
21 October 2019 to discuss ideas for our 2020 club program, the website, the magazine, finances, membership
and possible club outings.

Meetings are currently held on the fourth Monday of
Thank you to club members who set up a display stand at
each month (with the exception of December) at 8pm Wireless Hill for the Information Day on 27 Oct. 2019.
in the Blue Gum Community Centre—Function
(See story on Page 10).
Room. Visitors are always welcome!
Although the main interests of members are wireless
receivers and gramophones (or phonographs) ,
many members are also interested in amplifiers, telephones, musical boxes, tape recorders, television
receivers and other associated equipment and memorabilia.

At our 28 October 2019 meeting Richard Rennie gave a
well-illustrated presentation on Walter Coxon. A Special
General Meeting was also convened to adopt a revised
constitution as required by the Associations Act. A motion
to adopt the revised constitution was passed unanimously.
(See Pages 11-12).

Radio-Gram is currently published twice per year, in
about February and September.

Have– a Go– Day was held on 13 November 2019 at
Burswood Park, where volunteer club members set up our
display stand. (See story on Page 13)

Send articles and advertisements to the editor :
Rob Nunn : 51 St Helier Drive, Sorrento, WA, 6020.
Email: ranunn07@bigpond.com
Phone : 94486143 or 0418 922 629
Please make sure your ‘copy’ is submitted by the
meeting night prior to the issue month.
Advertisements are placed FREE of charge, but
should be of a non-exploitive nature.

Our Christmas dinner was held on 25 Nov. 2019 and was
well-attended. Members enjoyed quality roast meats, salads and desserts provided by our usual caterers. (Pg 14)
The annual January Members Auction was held at our 27
January 2020 meeting. (See Pages 15-18).
On 24 February 2020, Tim Gillett assisted by Richard
Rennie presented a talk on the history of tape recorders
with a number of display examples. (See Pages 19-21).
Our club had a display stand at the Classic Car Show on
Sunday 8 March 2020. Thanks are due to the display organizers and attendees. (See story on Pages 22).

Subscriptions: $35 (payable in June)
(Concession rate: $30)
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A Committee meeting is scheduled for 10 June 2020.
…………...Rob Nunn
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Recent Events
July 22, 2019 : “Early Comedy on 78 Records” (Tony
Smith/Vince Taylor/Richard Rennie)
August 26, 2019 : Films from Tony Smith collection – likely
candidates “Railrodder” ( 30 min) Buster Keaton (USA comedian – 30min), Scott Joplin (15min), Ragtime composer/
pianist narrated by Eartha Kitt.

Tony Smith

Vince Taylor

September 23, 2019 : “Vertical Cut Records” (Rodney
House)
October 28, 2019 : Wally Coxon and the Empire’s Homage
(Richard Rennie/ Tony Smith).

Rodney House

November 25, 2019 : Christmas dinner at Blue Gum Community Centre, start 6.30pm.
January 27, 2020 : Members Mega-Auction.
Richard Rennie

February 24, 2020 : Tape Recorders. The Golden Age of
Magnetic Tape (Tim Gillett).
March 23, 2020 : Meeting cancelled due Covid-19 virus

April 27, 2020 : Meeting cancelled due Covid-19 virus

Tim Gillett

May 25, 2020 : Meeting cancelled due Covid-19 virus

Coming Events
June 22, 2020 : AGM and Donated Items auction
July 27, 2020 : TBA

August 24, 2020 : TBA
September 28, 2020 : TBA
October 26, 2020 : TBA
November 30, 2020 : Christmas dinner, 6.30pm
Steve Austin
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Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone Collectors Club meeting held at
clubrooms Monday 26th August 2019. 30
members present.
8.05pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by Vice President Reg Gauci.
Apologies for absence from President Rob Nunn and
Richard Rennie.
Secretary’s Report.
Incoming correspondence; 1) HRSA magazine has arrived. It is worth while members also joining the HRSA as
they have over 1000 members and their magazine is an
informative and quality production. Although based in
Melbourne, they have very good auctions. Membership
forms are available tonight should any members wish to
join.
2) The Phonographic Record, the journal of the Vintage
Phonograph Society of New Zealand. Outgoing correspondence; nil.
Last meeting it was brought to the attention of members
that a number of books are still outstanding from the Club
Library. None of these have as yet been returned. A list
of the outstanding items will be made and sent out to
members.
The club is deemed to be now operating under the new
constitution. The differences between the old constitution
and the new model rules will be sent to all members and
a vote to accept the new constitution held at the next
meeting.
The Secretary’s report was moved as correct by Dennis
Grimwood and seconded by Tony Barbatano. Passed
unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document.
Moved as correct by Tony Barbatano and seconded by
David Littley. Passed unanimously.

Bill Oxwell- Gives apologies for himself and his brother
for the next meeting as they will be travelling to the ACT
and USA.
Items of Interest.
Dennis Grimwood- Had a problem with severe static on
an AM band car radio recently. Problem seemed to disappear when the bonnet was raised. It appeared that the
radio had been earthed to the bonnet.
Norbert Tourney- 1) A homemade, 2valve, FM radio tuner that can be attached via a phono jack to a 1920-30s
AM radio. 2) 1930s FM Hiker, a 2 tube FM set that is
powered by 4volt battery. A kit radio for hikers. Uses
headphones.
Meeting closed 8.35pm.
Tony Smith showed us a film from the
Australian Museum of Motion Picture
and Television.
The Rail Rodder starring Buster Keaton. This short comedy travelogue was Tony Smith
made for the National Film Board of
Canada in 1966 and was the last film the great silent
comic made before his death.

Graeme Frampton Eulogy
Graeme Frampton was a keen member of the VWGC
and sadly passed away on Tuesday 17th March 2020
aged 74.
Graeme grew up in country Victoria
and started his career as a trainee
technician with the PMG in Melbourne.

Graeme left the PMG and then
spent the rest of his professional
General Business.
career in the security business
Merv Thompson- A motion was put to the floor that “Club where he was heavily involved in
members who have not paid their subscriptions for the
the design, manufacture and instalyear be cut off from receiving the benefits of club memlation of video surveillance systems.
bership 3 months after the due date”.
The motion was discussed with Secretary Andrew Wakeman stating that a reminder would be sent to non financial members as a reminder before they were removed
from the membership list. The motion was seconded by
Reg Gauci and passed unanimously.

Graeme’s passion was collecting all types of electronic
equipment including Telephones, Radio receivers (both
domestic and communications), Tape Recorders and
Test Gear; he was also a keen constructor of electronic
equipment and devices.

Graeme will be missed by all who knew him.
Dennis Grimwood- That a message of condolence is sent
from the club members to President Rob Nunn express- ………….Andrew Wakeman
ing our sympathy on the death of his father who had
been a visitor to the club on a number of occasions. Reg
stated that this had already been done.
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a vote to accept the new constitution held at the next
Minutes of Vintage W ireless and Gramophone
Collectors Club meeting held at clubrooms Mon- meeting. Andrew recommended that the model rules be
accepted as they are.
day 23rd September 2019. 40 members present.
8.05pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by the President Rob Nunn.
Apologies have been received from Richard ,Jeffrey,
Russell Nash, Jeff Trimmer, Bill Oxwell and Phil Oxwell.
Rob welcomed the visitors tonight - David Williams, Reinhart Brozy and Andy Long.

The secretary’s report was moved as correct by Tony
Barbatano and seconded by John Paskulich. Passed
unanimously.

Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document. The balance in the subscriptions a/c is currently $3572. A Direct Debit arrangeRob apologised for his absence from the August meeting ment has been set up with Melville City to pay our rent at
due to a trip to Sydney to attend his father’s funeral. Rob the Blue Gum Community Centre.
Moved as correct by Dennis Grimwood and seconded by
thanked the Club for the sympathy card he received.
Paul Hansen. Passed unanimously.
Radio-Gram No. 134 is currently being prepared, and is
due out in mid-late October. Rob invited members to
submit articles for publication in our magazine.

General Business.
No items were raised
Items of Interest.
Rob reported that Tony Smith had advised him he is retir- Norbert Tourney brought in a 1934 Telefunken radio – a
ing from the Committee after 10 years service. Tony has signature model designed as the most expensive in their
been an invaluable member of the Committee due to his range, with advanced features such as electronic “noise
blanking” (later used in television sets), and a tuning light
extensive knowledge and contacts in the industry. He
has been a key player in organising presentations for our indicator. He also displayed a 1933 Nauen radio and a
1934 cathedral Philco.
monthly meetings. We will mis his input and humour at
the Committee meetings. The members were invited to
Tony Bayliss brought in a 1957 Astor radio.
thank Tony in the usual manner.
Members are reminded to wear their badges at our meetings. Rob also invited members to send a portrait photo
of themselves to him. At our October meeting Richard
Rennie will be presenting Wally Coxon and the Empire’s
Homage 1937 recording, so don’t miss this famous recroding by 6WF.

Rodney House showed a picture of a wine bottle with a
label showing a gramophone.

Tonight Rodney House is presenting “Vertical Cut Records” and why they were so short-live, together with
demonstrations. Rob thanked Rodney, and invited other
members to present something of interest to them at a
future meeting.

Meeting closed 8.45pm.
Rodney House then did his presentation called “Vertical
Cut Records” and why they were so short-lived, together
with demonstrations.

Barry Kinsella showed a 1954 AWA Radiola plastic valve
radio, presented as a compliant portable with no emissions.

This was followed by supper of tea, coffee and biscuits,

Secretary’s Report.
cakes.
No Incoming correspondence other than emails of people
looking to sell items, and these were forwarded to members.
Members were reminded that Have-a-Go-Day will be
held at Burswood Park on 13 November 2019. Our club
will have a public stand and display.
Members were also reminded that members with unpaid
dues would not be receiving the club magazine and were
not entitled to participate in the auctions.
There was no Outgoing correspondence. The Librarian
Paul Hansen, has brought to the attention of members
that a number of books are still outstanding from the Club
Library. None of these have as yet been returned. A list
of the outstanding items will be made and sent out to
members.
The club is deemed to be now operating under the new
constitution. The differences between the old constitution
and the new model rules will be sent to all members and
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Rodney House presented an interesting talk
on Vertical Cut Records with some history
and demonstrations. Thank you Rodney.
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Photos from 23 Sept 2019 meeting

Rodney House presented the interesting story of “Vertical Cut Records” to a good attendance of
members at the September meeting.

Edison Disc Phonograph L35. and Edison long play
Diamond Disc record—plays for 40 minutes at 78 rpm,
and a Pathe gramophone.

Rodney discusses the vertical record technology with Reg Gauci

Various tone arms, soundboxes etc for
vertical cut discs.
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Rodney sets up the Brunswick mock-up which
could play all vertical cut records and laterals.

Some of the Vertical Cut records brought in
by Rodney.

Rodney’s display of vertical cur records.
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Photos from 23 Sept 2019 meeting

Norbert shows a top-of-the-range
1934 Telefunken radio.

Part of Norbert’s display was this
1934 Philco Cathedral type radio.

Norbert brought in this
1933 Nauen radio.

Reg Gauci took over the auction
recording on our laptop PC for
the evening. Thanks Reg!

A ?1975 Supersonic (Chassay Bros.) Bulawayo SR
radio with broadcast band, 2+ SW bands, FM and
UHF. Donated by Richard Rennie to the auctioin.

A selection of car radios and CB
include in the donations auction.
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Tony Bayliss shows his 1957
Astor portable record player

This very early Astor car radio was included in the donations up for auction,
and attracted some buyer interest.

National radio—record player
donated to the club auction

Philips AL170 portable radio with AC/DC and FM, SW1,
SW2 and AM—1980’s. Donated to the Club auction.
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VWGC Wireless Hill Information Day
27 October 2019
In conjunction with Melville City our club put on a display for the public at Wireless Hill on 27 October 2019.
Club members present offered to provide more information to the public on any radio, gramophone etc
equipment they liked to bring along to the display.
A number of visitors attended the display and some had
queries in regard to their equipment which members
present answered to the best of their knowledge.

An early Airline 5 valve radio in our display
brought along by members.

A big thank you to club members attending and bringing
their equipment along for the display! In particular
thanks to Richard Rennie, Rodney House , Andrew
Wakeman, Reg Gauci and Mathew Cass, Rob Nunn

Top view of an early Airline 5 valve
radio in our display

Above and below : Richard Rennie
and Rodney House had an excellent
display of gramophones etc.

Andrew Wakeman discusses some of our
displayed radios to visitors.

Reg Gauci and Mathew Cass discuss early radios with visitors.
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Rodney House and Richard Rennie provide information on early gramophones
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Minutes of Vintage W ireless and Gramophone Collectors Club meeting held at
clubrooms Monday 28th October 2019.

General Business.
There was no general business.

36 members present, 6 visitors.

Items of Interest.
Tony Bayliss-Battery operated HMV radiogram, Jamai8.05pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. Apolo- can. Mid 1960s.
gies received from Rodney House. A special welcome to
visitors Valerie Prescott and Christine Sievert (daughters Kevin Chant- 1) Murphy 132 Bakelite radio. New old
stock 1947-51. English set made under license in Bomof Wally Coxon) and other guests.
bay. 2) Volt meter. Very large unit used in India.
Everyone is asked to please sign the attendance book as
tonight is a special meeting regarding the adoption of the Laurie Bugeja- Transistor radio made in Hong Kong.
new constitution.
Meeting closed 8.40pm.
Radiogram #134 is out now and available for members to Talk was given by Richard Rennie on Walter Coxon and his
take tonight (please cross yourself off the list so we don’t sound recording and broadcasting of ‘The Empire’s Hompost you a second copy). The next edition is now in prep- age’.
aration so once again contributions are welcome.
Reg Gauci is keeping the website working well and our
program for next year is being finalised.
We are always looking for new subjects and speakers for
club meetings so if you have any ideas, let us know.
Secretary’s Report.
Incoming correspondence; 1) Notification from the Seniors Recreation Council regarding Have A Go Day which
will be the clubs next outing and display on the 13th November. There was no outgoing correspondence.
Yesterday the club was involved in the Wireless Show
and Tell Day at Wireless Hill Museum. Though not as
well attended as previous events there was still much interest from the general public.
The secretary’s report was moved as correct by John
Pascolich and seconded by Tony Bayliss. Passed unanimously.

Relatives of Walter Coxon attended Richard
Rennie’s presentation on Walter Coxon and
“The Empire’s Homage”

Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document.
Moved as correct by Rod Edwards and seconded by
Richard Rennie. Passed unanimously.
Special General Meeting.
This meeting has been called to adopt the revised constitution as required by the Associations Act. A standard
constitution has been put forward for clubs that complies
with the new act and Andrew Wakeman has put forward
a motion that we adopt said constitution. The motion was
seconded by Vince Taylor.
After a brief discussion a vote was taken and the members unanimously voted that the existing constitution be
repealed and replaced by the standard Associations Act
constitution dated 28th Oct 2019.
11

A slide displayed by Richard Rennie during his
presentation on Wally Coxon.
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Photos from the 28 October 2019 meeting

Richard Rennie gave an interesting talk on Wally Coxen and
his sound recording and broadcasting of “The Empire’s
Homage” on 6WF

A fine example of a 1924 Mulgaphone displayed
by Richard Rennie for his presentation. Assembled and tested by Wally Coxon.

An Ediphone recorder dictation machine used to convert spoken words
onto a spinning wax cylinder. 1920-30.

Some of the members present at the 28 October 2019 meeting.

Some of Richard’s
slides from his
presentation

Murphy TA 152 (South Africa) radio 1947-51
made under licence in Bombay.
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Member inspect the donations auction
items prior to the auction
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VWGC at Have-a-Go-Day 13 November 2019
Our club set up a display stand at the annual
Have-a-Go-Day event on 13 November 2019.
Many other clubs had similar displays to provide
information to the visiting public on their club
activities and hopefully attract new members of
donation so equipment etc.
We received many visitors and interest in the
club and our display items. Many thanks to the
members who brought along their equipment
and manned the display stand!

Rodney and Reg demonstrate some gramophone equipment to visitors.
Club members present at our display stand from left:
Rob Nunn, Reg Gauci, Tony Bayliss, Rodney House
and Barry Kinsella.

From left : Barry and Reg on our display stand.
Some of the radio and gramophones brought
to our display stand by members.

Rodney at front of display.
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One of our 2 tables of display items which included gramophones, transistor and valve radios, record players plus free samples of our club
magazine “Radio-Gram”.
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VWGC Christmas dinner 25 November 2019

Our club Christmas dinner, held on 25 November 2019 at Blue Gum Community Centre
in Brentwood, proved a popular event with members, with a good attendance. The food
provided by caterers was very good and tastyt.

Christmas dinner. Food provided by caterers Temptations Catering with 2 staff serving. Soft drinks were provided by the club.

The line-up to be served a selection of roast meats,
salads, bread and desserts.
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Staff from the caterers served your choices of
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Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone Collectors Club meeting held at
clubrooms Monday 27th January 2020.
40 members present.
8.00pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. The
club welcomes new member David Williams. The last
meeting was the end of year wind up in November. This
was enjoyed by everyone.
Radiogram #135 is in preparation and contributions are
welcome. Reg is still working on the website to keep it
current. Any ideas and suggestions for presentation at
club meetings are welcome.

Members examine items up for auction
prior to the meeting

The next club display will be on the 8th March at the
Shannon’s Classic Car Show at Ascot Racecourse.
Secretary’s Report.
Incoming correspondence; 1). A letter from the Guildford
Heritage Festival seeking expressions of interest. Date of
this event is yet to be advised.
No outgoing correspondence.
Members are advised to take care when retrieving items
from club auctions. Please ensure that the item has your
bidder number attached to it.
The secretary’s report was moved as correct by Reg
Gauci and seconded by Tony Bayliss. Passed unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document.
Moved as correct by Rod Edwards and seconded by
Mathew Cass. Passed unanimously.
General Business.
No general business.
Items of Interest.
Tony Bayliss- 1953 Talking Book library machine. Clockwork motor with electrical pick up and battery amp. Diamond stylus, LP and Standard Groove (78). Used 24 rpm
records and ran 30 minutes on one wind.
Peter May- 1926 Ostlind model A4 regenerative radio.
Made in Stockholm, Sweden.

Edmac gramophone (Billy Edwards Music
Co. Sole Agents for WA). 1927-28. This is a
model that had not been seen before, and it
has a slightly smaller cabinet. At present 7
different models have been documented.

Meeting closed 8.25pm.
The annual auction of member’s items was held after the
meeting. A large number of lots were offered for sale.
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Photos of 27 January 2020 Meeting

The January meeting is always the occasion of our Members Auction, where members
can bring in unwanted items to be auctioned to club members.

Peter May (Right) shows his 1926 Ostlind
model A4 regenerative radio. Made in
Stockholm, Sweden.

These “Mastertouch Word Rolls” were auctioned. An unusual item in our auctions, in fairly
good condition. Popular in pre-WW2 home entertainment on a pianola type piano.
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Tony Baylis showed his 1953 Talking Book library
machine. Clockwork motor with electrical pick up
and battery amp. Diamond stylus, LP and Standard
Groove (78). Used 24 rpm records and ran 30
minutes on one wind.

Members examine items displayed for the auction prior to the meeting
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Photos of 27 January 2020 Meeting

The January Members Auction always attracts many of our members looking for that special items or bargain

Also auctioned,
shown here, from
left, an AWA novelty radio, a Philips
CD-radio and a
wood-cabinet,
tombstone-style,
(Manufacturer
listed by Radiomuseum as VoxAdeon Radios Ltd.,
Perth WA, circa
?1934)

Items for auction here include a large speaker,
AWA ext. speaker in enclosure and a 1950’s plastic-case grey HMV mantle 240V radio

This late-1920’s 3-valve, bakelite-front Batyphone
radio was included in the January auction. These
radios were handmade in Perth1923 to 1940’s.
Top view : late-1920’s 3-valve Batyphone DC radio
designed to power from a modern 9 volt battery

17
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Photos of 27 January 2020 Meeting

Decca portable gramophone (Made in England), circa 1930’s, Thorens music box (Made
in Switzerland) and various parts.

Atwater Kent receiving set, Model 30, made in
USA circa 1925.
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Numark professional turntable up for

Sydney Pateman discusses items up for auction
with Stephen Austin at the meeting.

Yausu SSB Transceiver FT-101E (circa mid
1970;s) with instruction manual at the auction.

Members discuss and inspect items up for auction.

Philips tape recorder EL3549

Lennox twin deck cassette CD radio with turntable
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Minutes of Vintage W ireless and Gramophone Collectors Club meeting held at
clubrooms Monday 24th February 2020.
37 members present.
8.00pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn and
welcome extended to visitors John McCarter (interests
music boxes and telephones), George Mathews (radios)
and Ivan (radios).

limiting the number of lots that a vendor can offer. This
shall be discussed further at the next committee meeting.
Dennis Grimwood- asked why the 10% auction commission was abandoned. Barry Kinsella answered that the
decision was made due to the clubs strong financial position at the time and the wish to streamline the auction
process. This issue can also be discussed at the next
committee meeting.
Andrew Wakeman- Details of the Hutchins collection auction are; viewings at Donnelly’s Auction Rooms, Friday
28th and Saturday 29th February 2020. Auction 10am
Sunday 1st March 2020.

Radiogram #135 is in preparation, contributions are always welcome. There is an auction coming up of the
gramophone collection of Keith Hutchins and Andrew will Items of Interest.
have all details regarding this.
Laurie Bugeja-1958 PYE transistor radio completed with
items purchased from last club auction.
Members are asked to wear their name badges at club
meetings as it makes it easier for us to know who you
Jim Moore- 1947 STC radio. Item is for sale.
are. If any members would like to present a talk at future
meetings then let us know.
Norbert Tourney-1920s crystal radio rebuilt as 2valve
RCA Radiola 3 lookalike. TRF radio with preamp.
Tonight Tim Gillette will give a talk on tape recorders and
their development. Next month Mathew Cass will talk on Tony Bayliss- Decca model 60 portable gramophone with
oscilloscopes. There will be an auction of donated goods blue rexine cover.
after tonight’s talk with proceeds going to the club.
Secretary’s Report.
Incoming correspondence- An email was received from
the Melville Council to remind user groups to ensure
doors of the Blue Gum Community Centre rooms are adequately locked. No outgoing correspondence.
The club will exhibit at Shannon’s Classic Car Show, Ascot Racecourse, Saturday 8th March. The Telephone
Club will also be in attendance. Members are reminded
to keep track of items they bid on at club auctions as
items left behind last month, if not collected tonight they
will be sold at the next auction and proceeds given to the
club. The secretary’s report was moved as correct by
Tony Bayliss and seconded by Merv Thompson. Passed
unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document. There were problems
with the payment of monies for the auction last month.
On the night those responsible were overwhelmed by the
number of items for auction and this was compounded by
a computer crashing and losing data. Due to this there
ended up being a discrepancy of $30 between moneys
paid out and moneys collected. Moved as correct by
Richard Rennie and seconded by James Wemm. Passed
unanimously.

Dennis Grimwood- commented on the politics of playing
Advance Australia Fair concluding the Kings speech as
heard in Richard Rennie’s talk on Wally Coxon and his
recording of the Empire’s Homage.
Meeting closed 8.32pm.
A talk on tape recorders by Tim Gillette.

Tim Gillett, assisted by Richard Rennie, gave a
presentation on the history of tape recorders.

General Business.
Rob Nunn- problems with the last auction were caused
by the number of lots offered for sale. There were 164
lots offered. 118 lots sold. 32 buyer’s numbers taken and
25 successful buyers. Three vendors had over 20 lots
with one offering 29 lots for sale. The large number of
lots offered along with the number that did not sell
caused problems on the night. We may have to look at
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Photos of 24 February 2020 Meeting.

Richard Rennie and Tim Gillett show
2 tape recorders which were included

Members prepare for the start of the 24 February 2020 meeting.

Presentation display items. Top left to right : Recordon
Dictation Machine 1950’s, Sony portable tape recorder,
some tapes, Paper-based Magnetic Tape pre-late
1940’s, Sony Talking Card Player and cards 1976.

Vintage tape recorders displayed for Tim and Richard’s presentation on the history of tape recorders.

Left to right : Russell Nash with Reg
Gauci examine items up for auction.

Norbert shows 1920s crystal radio rebuilt
as 2valve RCA Radiola 3 lookalike. TRF
radio with preamp.

20

Left to right : Lawrie Bugeja, Kevin Chant, Tony Baylis and visitor
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Photos from the 24 Feb 2019 meeting

Richard Rennie assisted Tim Gillett with a display of early
tape recorders and other novelty equipment

Laurie Bugeja showed his 1958 PYE transistor
radio completed with

Syd Pateman shows a
large light bulb in the
auction..

Harring Super 8 film striper for adding sound
track. C. 1970’s

Close-up of Norbert’s 1920s crystal radio
rebuilt as 2valve RCA Radiola 3 lookalike.
TRF radio with preamp.

Club members examine items up for auction
prior to the meeting.
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A Nagra 4.2 tape deck on display for Tim and
Richard’s presentation. Introduced in 1972 as
an improved version of the model IV-L.

A number of boxes of early radio and gramophone etc magazines were auctioned.
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Shannons Classic Car Show 8 March 2020
On Sunday 8 March 2020 our club set up a display
stand at the Shannon’s Classic Car Show at Ascot
Racecourse.
Thank you to club members Barry Kinsella, Andrew
Wakeman, Rodney House, Tony Baylis John Paskulich and Rob Nunn for your attendance and work.
John also ran an excellent display of vintage telephones. The display stands received many enquiries
from interested visitors.
John Paskulich ran a display stand of vintage telephones adjacent to our display.

From left : Andrew Wakeman, Rodney House
with the radio and gramophone display.

Radios, gramophones, record players, transistor radios, magazines etc on display.

Rodney House discusses gramophones with
visitors to our display.

Radios, gramophones, record players, transistor radios, magazines etc on display.

John Paskulich discusses bintage telephones with interested visitors.
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A Story from new member Stan Gratte.
My uncle, Les Thorley, was a member of Northam Radio
Club and also worked at Northam Power Station
(Engineer I think). He told me that the powerhouse only
went from 4 PM to midnight.
So they used the town electricity grid as a radio antenna
and it was Northam’s first transmitter. He built a radio,
just like the one I have in my lounge room, so it must
have been 1932 and a “kit” radio.

Stan Gratte with his vintage car

A Visit to the old Whaling station
At Cheynes Beach, Albany, WA
By Rob Nunn, Dec 2018
Here are a few photos from the old whaling station
at Cheynes Beach, Frenchmans Bay, Albany. My
first visit was in 1967 whilst it was still operating, It
was closed in 1978 after operating since the
1950’s. In 1985 a museum was opened on the site,
which has a most interesting set of historical records and audio-visual displays, including a lovely
café. Well worth a visit.

Restored whaler “Cheyns IV” can be toured.

He told me that they also built Northam’s first aircraft and
it had a Henderson motor bike engine.
It flew only once and crashed and they never rebuilt it.
The way he told it indicated they were
the same men as in the radio club, so I guess that might
be in the Northam newspaper.
Dad was in the Army in World War I, and was guarding
Applecross Wireless Station. They had
an officer who used to wander about, checking they
weren’t asleep. They ran a string around the
trees with jam tins on it and the officer walked into it. He
finish up thinking it was a great idea.

Transceiver used by the crew on the whaler.

Geraldton had an OTC station with a massive mast. I
was told a man was killed when it was being erected. The
brick building is now an amenities room for Harbour
Pines Retirement Village in Frances Street. The manager
I knew (1940s) was Mr Christmass. He originated from
Northam and was the right age to be in the Northam Radio Club.
Would you please put an ad in your newsletter for a two
minute cylinder record of the Blue Bells
of Scotland. This may not be the title, but it is the contents of the song. The last time I heard it was in 1937 or
38, and it was my favourite on an old Edison phonograph. I would you love to hear it again, on my own machine.
Stan Gratte
Stan lives in Geraldton.
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Radar display used by the crew on the whaler.
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Stromberg-Carlson
PD 51
1941

ation of the valve filaments to be in parallel for the 1.5
battery, and to be in series for the AC power unit. One
photo shows a bit of the wiring jumble in the chassis to
achieve this arrangement.

At a recent Club Auction there came a
very tired looking old model portable
Tony Smith
radio, very similar to one my family had
in the 1940's and which used the same valve lineup.

The cabinet had a front cover in the form of a shutter that
slid out from the top of the cabinet and which was fitted
with a key lock - to perhaps prevent any un-necessary
waste of batteries. In that year batteries would have been
not only expensive, but also not freely available.
The cabinet was in a very bad way — the set obviously
had been stored in a very damp atmosphere, with some
water damage in parts. Some of the leatherette covering
of the cabinet was going mouldy and rotten, as had the
leather carrying handle.

Stromberg Carlton PD51, circa 1940’s, valve portable radio as purchased in the auction.
As it had some interesting features the set was duly
purchased. It was in a bad way particularly from the
point of view of the state of the cabinet This prompted
one Club member to ask "Why buy that heap of - - ?"
My reply was — One day I will listen to it!
The first thing that was unusual was the incorporation of
Short Wave reception. Going on a picnic? Why not listen
to the BBC? There was an RF stage in the circuit which
would certainly be
needed for Short
Wave in a portable. In
this set was a length
of
aerial wire which one
would presume was
to
string up for Short
Wave or difficult signal areas.

Rear view showing chassis and speaker
First reaction was that perhaps if the fabric could all
come off then the wood underneath could be varnished. No such luck. The water and dampness had
badly stained the wood in places meaning that a clear
wood finish was out of the question.
So off came all
the fabric and a
paint job was the
only solution.

There was the provision of
Rear cabinet view
working the set from the mains
supply when not used as a portable and this was by
means of a separate external power supply. Unfortunately this unit was not with the set.
The circuit of the set included a three-way on-off switch
that connected the set to batteries, or to the mains power supply. This switch was wired up to change the oper-
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Top view of cabinet during restoration.
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Now to tackle the chassis. In the past it was considered not always automatic to replace all paper
capacitors. However, noting the
type installed in
this set as one
having in the past
caused problems,
all such
caps.were replaced..

With the set now ready it was time to consider what is
to be done in order that the set will operate off batteries
as intended.
The inverter kits that converted 9 volts to 90 volts for
the B+ originally from the Historical Radio Society are
now no longer available.

Time to connect
the set to a bench
power supply and
see what happens. Front view of chassis.
Nothing!
The valve filaments were checked, and all were good. In
the past it has been that if the filament of a valve was OK
then mostly all was well.
Using a,signal generator, it turned out that the IF, audio
and output stages were fine But there was no signal
through the set from the RF grid or the converter grid.
Thinking that perhaps the converter oscillator was inoperative some time was spent checking the converter oscillator circuitry and coil continuities All seemed correct. A
long shot — try a different 1A7 converter valve. Lo and
Behold — a signal! Not only a signal but the whole set
performed as would be expected.

Front view of cabinet restoration
It was a great relief to find a circuit and some help
from a fellow member of the Club so as to make up a
unit for the B+.

Completed project working again!

Wiring and components in chassis.
Having the set now working it was time to clean up the
cabinet, fill in some cracks in the wood and try a paint
job. As well a replacement handle from a similar set
was found and installed.
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The section of the set's on-off switching that turned
the set's B+ on and off was modified so as to act as
an operating switch for the high tension supply unit.
We now have a true portable.
……………..Tony Smith
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Australian telephones 1878–2018
John Paskulich

Federation: Commonwealth of Australia
1901-

WA Colonial telephones

PMG
The Post Master Generals Department (Australian Post
Office) formed in 1901 and persisted until 1975. Colloquially know as the “PMG”, it controlled all Australian postal
and telecommunications services.
Telecom Australia
The PMG was restructured in 1975 as two individual,
government owned, corporate identities. Postal and related services were controlled by Australia Post and telephony and other electronic telecommunications by Telecom
Australia.
WA’s first manual (i.e. operator switched) telephone exTelstra
changes were opened in Perth in December 1887 and
Telecom Australia was renamed Telstra in the mid 1990s
shortly afterwards in Fremantle in February 1888. The
and progressively privatised from 1997. It is now a wholly
following images show typical WA colonial phones. The
independent corporation. There are now several telecomother five (independent) colonies often used different
munications companies competing for market share in
types so a full study of Australian colonial telephones is
not possible here. Some good resources on colonial tele- Australia.
phone history can be purchased at:
https://www.telephonecollecting.org/books_for_sale.html Recognising telephone technologies.
Melbourne Vic. saw Australia’s first (manual operator)
telephone exchange, installed in 1880. The first public
automatic (i.e. dial) exchange appeared in 1912 in Geelong Vic. and in WA (Perth Central) in 1914 but manual
telephone exchanges did not completely disappear in
Australia until 1991 so many of the technologies operated
side-by-side for nearly 80 years.
1878 Bell cased
telephone served
There were effectively five, landline telephone technoloas transmitter
gies in Australia through the 20th century, magneto teand receiver.
1890’s Berthon- lephony, CB telephony, rotary dial telephony and tone
Ader telephone dialing technology. The fifth, related, technology is cordless telephony. This is a very simplistic view but will enable general identification of most types of phones. Telephones were usually owned by the PMG, Telecom Australia and early Telstra and were rented to customers.
1887 Bell
Privately purchased telephones were rare before the
Blake tele1980s.
phone used on
W.A’s first exMagneto telephones were connected to manual exchanges.
changes and relied on a local battery (generally 2 x 1.5V
cells) to feed speech transmission and a manual generator to alert the exchange operator. These phones are
easily recognised by the hand-wound generator and provision for a local battery. This is the one of the earliest
technologies, dating back to around 1880 in Australia and
Ca. 1900’s Ericsson table telephone persisting for over 100 years!
Ca. 1900 Ericsson
wall telephone
CB telephones were very simple devices because the
phone received its power, over the line, from a central
battery located in the exchange. The customer simply
Image Sources
lifted the handset and this alerted the switchboard opera1878 Bell
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Box_telephone_ tor - no generator, no local battery and no dial. CB exchanges started appearing in Australia in the first decade
of_1877.jpg
of the 1900s and in WA in 1911.
1887 Bell : J F Moynihan archive
1890’s Berthon-Ader :http://www.telephonecollecting.org/
Bobs%20phones/
Rotary dial telephones. Also using the central battery
Ca. 1900 Ericsson : 1897 Ericsson catalogue
principle, these phones were connected to automatic
The Perth - Fremantle telegraph was
constructed in 1869, the first in WA. In
March 1878, the first successful telephone experiments were conducted
over this line and in August 1878 the
first permanent (point-to-point) teleJohn Paskulich
phone service was installed between
Government House and the Colonial Secretary’s Office.
The telephones were probably Bell’s 1877 cased phones.
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exchanges and the customer controlled the call process by operating the electro-mechanical dial, which sent strings
of pulses representing numbers to the exchange equipment. Up until the introduction of NBN telephony, most 21 st
century exchanges still accepted rotary dialling.
Tone dialling (also called DTMF). These phones use keypads to send coded tones to the exchange. These phones
are compatible with NBN telephony (rotary dial phones are not). Some intermediate models used the same keypads
but sent only simulated rotary pulses – not compatible with NBN.
Cordless telephones. A cordless telephone has a portable handset. This communicates with the base station of the
phone by radio instead of a cord. The base station connects to the telephone network like a corded telephone and
also serves as a charger for the handset's batteries. The handset range is limited to a short distance from the base
station. Early versions used analogue but modern models use digital radio technology. Cordless phones are beyond
the scope of this note.

Typical Telephones 1901 - 2018
The following images and periods are generalisations. They do not attempt to show every possible telephone variant
or exact date ranges. Telephones were robust instruments and often refurbished and re-installed by the PMG and
Telecom Australia, so one instrument could easily survive for two or three decades. “Cross-over” between generations of models was common.

1901 - 1920

1920 - 1940

1940 - 1960

1960s – 1980s
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Mid 1980s – present day

Other telephones
The PMG through to Telstra tried to standardise their model range over the decades but you may come across a
telephone that does not fit into their typical model ranges. There are several reasons for this. Sometimes, different
phones were imported to meet a short-term need, for example, after WW2 some American models were purchased
because British suppliers could not meet demand.
Other organisations, such as the Railways, operated their own telecommunications networks as well and often used
different instruments. In the last three decades, the deregulation of Australia’s telecommunications has meant a large
increase of privately purchased novelty and specialty telephones. Collectors and others have also imported unusual
phones and these ultimately find their way into the marketplace.

The end of landline telephony
With the implementation of the National broadband network (NBN), our traditional phones are now merely internet
peripherals. “Genuine” landlines in Australia will disappear completely by 2021 with the closure of the public switched
telephone network. The end of an era that persisted for 140 years.

Mobile telephony
A mobile telephone (cell-phone) is a sophisticated radio transceiver that interfaces to the telephone network via UHF
radio “cells”. In its simplest form, it behaves like a typical "landline" telephone except using radio waves instead of
cable pairs.
Mobile phones first arrived in Australia in 1981 in the form of the "car-phone", an analogue mobile system built into a
vehicle. Hand-held models first appeared in 1987. Technological change was rapid. Analogue ceased completely in
2000, replaced by various generations of digital systems which, in turn, have come and gone. CDMA closed in 2008,
2G in 2016 and 3G is closing progressively between 2019 and 2024. 4G is the current technology with 5G starting to
appear in Australia during 2019.
Over the last decade or so, developments in micro-electronics and digital technology have seen the rise of the
"smart phone" where the instrument has effectively become a hand-held computer with an associated telephony option. It can connect to the internet and behave like a computer or operate as a straightforward mobile telephone.
Smart phones now dominate our network. A recent news report stated that Australia had more mobile phone subscriptions than population.

1984

1992 - 1998
2010
Sample progression of mobile phones in Australia (Images J Paskulich)
Further information on all of the above topics can be found at:
https://oldaustraliantelephones.weebly.com/history.html
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sons I substituted a 6BX6/EFBO and a 6N8/EBF8O. I
ended up with a second next to useless FM radio.

A simple two tube FM
receiver.
Norbert Torney
With the closing of our local AM station
"6mm" experimenting with regenerative
receivers is now a waste of time. As a
Norbert Torney
result I have tried to switch to simple
FM designs.
An early 1940s & 50s design which sticks out more than
any others in simplicity is the super-regenerative FM detector widely used in 1950s conversion kits and home
built designs. Super-regens were also fairly common in
early 10, 4 and 2 meters amateur radios.

More research was necessary consulting my
collection of "Radio
Waves" magazines I
found in the January
2009 issue a very simple
superhet design offered
as a kit for a fair price.
Looking closely at the
circuit this was clearly a
worthwhile trial. The front
end tube was a
6BL8/ECF80 - in effect a
common TV tube, the

My practical knowledge in reference of these designs
hovers between zero and non existence. Doing a bit
Google research I found a Chinese kit on offer; a single
tube superegen. With all needed parts and a PCB board
supplied for very
little money. The kit
arrived and half an
hour later I hoped to
hear one of our local FM stations.
Best I could hear
was a little background hiss.
Chinese FM superegen, kit
with my 1AD4 modification
The tube supplied
was a Chinese version of a 1R5/DK91 mixer tube. The tube didn't make
sense at all because in European portable radios with FM
this tube wasn't used at all and replaced with the DK92 or
DK96. I decided to use a DF97, a tube specifically designed for portable FM radios. All that happened was a
little more noise.
Using a signal generator about midrange (95 Mhz) indicated the design actually worked but with very low input
sensitivity. More
experiments
were needed, I
tried one more
time with a
1AD4, it was a
waste of time.
Next I copied a
commercial design of a 1950s
German FM set-top-box. My copy of a German FM
set-top box.
This design used a high
gain EF42 wide band preamplifier and an EAF42 as a detector. For practical rea-
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Radio Waves magazine Jan. 2009 circuit diagram
of superhet kit.

IF

tube a 6AC7 a very common TV tube in very early TVs. I
already had scored a nice combination AM - FM tuning
condenser from a discarded Japanese radio and a set of
combination AM - FM cans from the same set. I built this
two-tube FM tuner and encountered a fair number of difficulties.
Back in the early 60s I was warned that magazine designs usually have a lot of flaws and if you copy same
you need to wait until the next month's issue when all the
omissions, printing errors and design flaws are published.
Fortunately I've got the next issue from April 2009.1 added all the improvements as stated and it did work. With a
Bunbury style Yagi antenna I received most Perth stations, but found a RF preamp should have been included.
Temporary adding a 6GK5 grounded grid preamp proved
me right.
Commercial radios (Europe & USA) are using the ECC85/6AQ8 which was especially designed for FM front
ends. One triode section is a grounded grid preamp and
the other a self oscillating mixer.
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substituting the ECC85 so that I could refit same back to
where it came from. I had two E88CC and two 6922
these tubes actually added to the overall sensitivity and
improved the set. I found it is quite possible to build a 2
tube FM tuner almost as simple as an AM TRF. In hindsight superegens are a waste of time.
Prior to getting the ECC85/6AQ8 tuner I was thinking to
rearrange the
6BL8/ECF80 design
by using the pentode
section as RF preamp
and the triode as self
oscillating mixer; theoretically this should
result in much improved sensitivity. For
anyone who wishes to
use auto gain control

Finished construction of FM Tuner
on workbench.

View from front of FM Radio construction project.
While I was thinking about replacing the 6BL8 with the
ECC85 and rearrange the circuit to suit I found somebody offering old FM tuners on eBay. He had 4 available; the TV tuner tube 6ES8 also works but I found some
problems with instability.
I bought the lot, three did use the ECC85 and the fourth
one used two EC92 tubes.
Prior to my 2 tube FM radio project I had built an elaborate FM radio with two IF stages, a pentode mixer and an
Unfortunately they arrived without the tubes. Both the
ECC85 and EC92 weren't used in Australia since FM did oscillator with a pentode in triode mode. The performance was poor until I had included a RF preamp.
not start until the 1970s.
Television tuner tubes are very suitable; the 6GK5 is in
my opinion the most suitable one. The harder to find
EC900 which was the last one before mesa transistors
became the rule, might perform even better. My next

View from above of FM radio construction project.
The IF amplifier circuit that I have used.
To make a long story short I borrowed an ECC85 from
one of my German radios and hooked up the tuners, two
of same worked Al and had long shafts, just what I needed. By using Ian Batty's 6AC7 IF stage as designed by
him, the result with the German RFT made tuners was
outstanding. RF sensitivity equals common 1960s FM
radios.
Because the available detector coil was designed for a
Foster - Seely discriminator, common designs use Ratio
Detectors, I needed to rearrange the circuit. Next was
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slightly more ambitious project will be the 2 tube battery
HIKER, however at this stage I don’t knowwhether it can
be done.
Note, Ian Batty uses AGC for the front end, I did not use
same and experienced no overload or spurious oscillation. Living in Mandurah station field strengths are low,
this will be different in Perth and AGC might be necessary.
…………...Norbert Torney
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Simple 2–Tube FM Receiver—cont.

ANOTHER SUCCESS STORY
Once again Platenclene
has proved how amazing
it really is. Previously I
used it on the rubber
wheels and rubber belts
of a turntable.
Now I have used it on the
rubber belts and wheels
of a tape recorder. One
wipe and they came
back to life.
This product has been
shown to be effective at
cleaning off residues on
rubber wheels and belts
in tape recorders.
…...Richard Rennie

Circuit of the German front end.
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XL-Tone Sound
System Equipment
Co. Ltd
Gary Cowan
XL-Tone Sound System enabled the
transition from silent film to the “talkies” Gary Cowan
in Western Australia in the early 1930's.

Prendy’s Pictures presented shows at town halls and
open-air venues throughout the mid-west of WA from
1932 to 1935.
In early 1936 the eastern states manufactured Raycophone Extended Frequency Range sound equipment
was replacing the
XL-Tone systems
in Perth and a
country theatres.

With Raycophone
Ltd.’s manufacturThe company manufactured and installed the XL-Tone
ing and engineertheatre sound (Talkie) equipment into Perth and country ing talent and the
picture theatres and halls in Western Australia in the ear- financial backing of
ly 1930’s.
Harringtons, XLTone could not
compete, and the
company went into
voluntary liquidation in March 1939.

Date
April
1932

History:
Refusing to be held to ransom by overseas manufacturers Western Electric and RCA, a group of Perth businessmen with diverse talents developed a new sound
head which they called the “X.L.-Tone”.

June
1932
July
1932
November 1932

They were Arthur Pidgeon (The Bird for Wireless) who
designed the electronics, R.A.(Bob) Yelland who was a
projectionist and the group’s installation technician, and
later to run the Consolidated Pictures group, also Optician Laurance Eimer and Mr. Davidson and Mr.
LeCoultre who were instrument makers.

December 1932

The X.L.-Tone sound heads circumvented the patents
held by the Americans and cost a fraction of what the
overseas models demanded. X.L.-Tone became the
most significant movie projection industry development of
the era in Western Australia which permitted the country
showmen to convert their old projectors to sound and
continue their operations.
The company was registered in April 1932, with Laurance C. Eimer as Managing Director.
The first installation was in the Perth suburb of Palmyra
followed by the Savoy Theatre in Victoria Park. The first
rural installation was in the South West town of Pemberton in April 1932.
XL-Tone equipment was installed in most theatres and
halls in Western Australia in the early 1930’s A travelling
“Talkie” picture show using XL-Tone equipment
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January
1933
February 1933
March
1933
September 1933
November 1933
December 1933
March
1934
January
1935
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Location
Palmyra,
Perth
Bicton, Fremantle
Victoria
Park, Perth
Pemberton
Manjimup

Venue
Suburban Theatre

Cunderdin

Cunderdin Hall

Claremont
West
Leederville,
Perth
Victoria
Park, Perth
Hay St.
Perth
Tammin
Meekatharra

Old Men’s Home
Empire Theatre Gardens

Nedlands,
Perth
Broome

Broadway Theatre

Bassendean,
Perth
Mt. Magnet
Cue
Hay St.
Perth
South Perth

Town Hall

Swan Suburban Theatre
Savoy Theatre
Adyar Hall
Waterloo Sanatorium

Amusu Open-Air Picture Gardens
Olympia Theatre
RSL Hall
A.W.U Pictures

Sun Open-Air Theatre

Albany
Pinjarra

RSL Hall
RSL Hall
Olympia Open Air Gardens
Hurlingham Open-air
Picture Gardens
Empire Theatre
Mechanics Hall

Laverton

Roads Board Hall
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XL-Tone Sound System Equipment

Alan Jones (right) circa 1932 travelled
in the south-west of WA doing movie
presentations using XL equipment

Rear view of amplifier circa 1932, built
by Arthur Pidgeon and used by Alan
Jones who travelled in the south-west
of WA doing movie presentations using
XL equipment

Synchroniser unit, built by Arthur Pidgeon
circa 1932.

https://www.radiomuseum.org/dsp hersteller detail.cfm?
company id=16299

Amplifier circa 1932, built by Arthur
Pidgeon and used by Alan Jones when
he travelled in the south-west of WA
doing movie presentations using XL
equipment.
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https://www.google.com/search?
q=Arthur+Pidgeon+perth+wa&client=firefoxb&tbm=isch&source=iu&ictx=1&fir=eoB5tr LoskfNM%
253A%252CNmI4uEPpa48nvM%252C &vet=1&usg=A14 kQ798Gzv4H6Nbh3W9yNykfiNh
twA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwiOycjDsuDoAhUUzIgGHdxBA9AQ
9QEwBnoECAkQBw#im grc=eoB5tr LoskfNM:
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Despite being completely painted over, there is still some
visible evidence of the original image.

HMV Logo
Richard Rennie

Various parts of the Phonograph can still be detected in
the surface texture of the painting.

At the January 2020 club auction, a
framed print of the HMV logo was
sold.

The round knob that secured the end gate

Richard Rennie
There are many versions of this
painting, but this print was a copy of the ORIGINAL painting done Francis Barraud buy in 1898.
However, It was always known that the original painting
of ‘His Master’s Voice’ comprised a dog listening to an
Edison cylinder Phonograph, rather than the disc Gramophone we see today.
The machine in the original version (c1894) was a
‘Commercial Phonograph’ marketed by Edison-Bell in
England from 1893. However the black (ebonite?) horn
on this office machine was not very attractive.

When Barraud tried to borrow a brass horn from the newly formed Gramophone Company, they suggested that if
he substituted their latest disc Gramophone in place of
the Phonograph, they would buy the painting.
Barraud did this, receiving £50 for the copyright of the
painting.

Discovery of the Original

The discovery in, 1972, of the only known photograph of
the original painting was an exciting piece of detective
work
Frank Andrews had been researching the Registration
of Trade Marks to no avail. The original painting had not
been registered as a trade mark.
However, a conversation with a fellow researcher indicated that Barraud may have registered the painting as a
‘work of art’ in 1898.
A search in the public records office in England revealed
a small black and white photograph of the original painting. (Public Record Office (UK) Ref 1/147)

Evidence of the Original Image

34

can easily be seen. The belt pulley can be detected to
the left of the gramophone’s soundbox. The outline of the
original horn can also be detected in the space above
and below the brass horn.
π
It has been suggested that Barraud painted the dog
(Nipper) sitting on the top of the coffin of his deceased
master. If this was true, the idea was quickly rejected by
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shield for the detector valve. Shielding the detector valve
brought the noise level right down and the radio worked
really well considering its design was very primitive but is
also sounded excellent for AM as a first generation type
receiver. The only issue was that sometimes the 1st RF
valve No. (30) would change its characteristic and the
regeneration would need to be adjusted.

A Rebuilt Batyphone
radio
Matthew Cass
Matthew Cass
Dave Williams wanted his radio repaired, it looks like an
early AGE radio but was actually rebuilt as a Batyphone
in the early 1930s,
Baty used the original tuner and dial but built the
rest using No. 30 tubes x
3 and a 34 (RF tetrode).
The radio was reasonably
simple and complete but
there were a number of
problems with the various
components. I had been
asked to make the battery
powered unit run off of
240V AC and operate with
a normal aerial.
Front view Batyphone radio
I had decided to replace
the output valve (30) with the no. 42 valve but ended up
using a 6F6 because its operation was suitable to the
original Amplion loudspeaker still fitted to the radio. I had
to dismantle the loudspeaker and clean all the dirt from
the voice coil. Then I
switched the tap on the
output transformer that
was fitted to the speaker.
When I got around to
repairing the radio section, it needed a convenient way to turn on the
power and found that the
tuning knob had a push
switch behind it. Eventually I changed the capacitors and some of the
resistors and built a power pack for it.

The power pack bolted on
below the loudspeaker at
the back of the cabinet.
See the attached pictures
show on the rear view a
valve shield made out of
perforated aluminium, this
was all I needed to shield
the detector valve which is
still accessible from the top.

Front view Batyphone

A NOTE FROM TONY SMITH
I decided to keep a record of the people who have
made contact with me regarding our Club, from 2010
to now, and totalling 267 as of today.
There are several groups of contacts representing the
bulk of these contacts.
Those people who had items to donate to the Club as I
had gradually become involved with picking up and the
storage of items in our Complex hall.
People who needed repairs to radios etc. (some
of which repairs I was able to do myself) and
those that I had to refer to other members.

Rear view Batyphone radio
The power pack included
2 x Regulators, one for the 2v supply and one for the
6.3v supply. These were essential since the battery
valves are very magnetically sensitive and pick up both
unshielded and magnetically transferred noise as hum.
I set up all the HT voltages: 45v for the detector, 90v for
the 1st RF and the 2nd RF, 250v for the 6F6 output and
a 3v negative bias using the 6.3v regulated supply voltage. After putting the whole unit together i found the
noise level was still unacceptable so I had to make a
metal shield cover for the power switch and another
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Batyphone was a popular receiver because they were
both sensitive and sounded very good for the broadcast
and later shortwave bands. I left the radio on for 12
hours without any stability issues so I called the owner
and asked him if was
ready to collect it. I also
tidied up all the leads and
simplified the connections
so they were easy to identify.

Responses as a result of our Club's advert.
on Capital Radio calling for possible membership and/or asking folk not to throw anything away!
If we consider that many other members would
have had contacts over this period with the public
(for example yourself— our Secretary etc.) one
can appreciate the reach and standing that this
Club has in our community.
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The case is in perfect condition and only required a
buff and polish to bring back to new and the time keeping of clock feature is superb. It did have some dodgy
looking homemade/hand painted white clock hands
fitted to it from someone in the past and I did commission a local Clockmaker to fabricate the new 2 hands
based on original phots on Web and I am very happy
with result.

Not exactly a
Radio—but a
Vitascope clock
ca. 1940
Phil Oxwell

Phil Oxwell

Several weeks ago I had the opportunity to see
a seller who had a couple of old Bakelite radios for
sale and whilst I didn't purchase any of the radios(too much high in price and as somebody once
said in a great movie "Tell him he's dreaming" for his
expectation of their value ) I did purchase from him a
great other Bakelite electrical item on the day which
he had for sale .
It's a Vitascope clock with animated ship in window .

The Bakelite case is very well manufactured and contoured/curved and quite thick Some info on internet
advises that they were often used in children's bed
nurseries of the time by well to do people as a night
light as the light is very soft and can be turned on and
off and the rhythmic motion of the yacht would have
been soothing and relaxing when going to sleep .
It is noted on some sites that the ship is modelled on
the Tea Clipper ship Cutty Sark . Cutty Sark is a
British clipper ship. Built on the River Leven, Dumbarton, Scotland in 1869 for the Jock Willis Shipping
Line, she was one of the last tea clippers to be built
and one of the fastest, coming at the end of a long
period of design development, which halted as sailing ships gave way to steam propulsion.
Some of the Vitascope clocks for sale feature in some
Luxury Auction houses and have previously achieved
very high prices especially if they are coloured such as
Green/Burgundy/Pink or to a lesser extent Cream .(This
one is Mottled Brown colour)
………………...Phil Oxwell.

Vitascope clock—Art Deco, early 1940’s
A very rare Art Deco brown Bakelite Vitascope clock
The Clipper Boat in window view rocks gently on the
Blue Sea while the background illumination colours
and cloud background changes from Sunrise to Sunset on a mechanical internal drum.
Electrically operated on 240V, so it keeps perfect
time, with its gentle rocking of ship and its soft illumination. It was made in the Isle of Man c.1942-44?? the
first design of this clock was patented in 1941 by Mr J
S Thatcher ...1944 and 1947 Dimensions are H:
31.5cm W: 27.5cm D: 17cm.
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Akkord Pinguin 59

better dial. Finally I found a Pinguin 61 in Melbourne, the set
was very dirty but had an Al dial glass. I managed to get the
set for $30 because absolutely nothing worked, ceased tuner,
not the faintest noise on any band and so on and so forth.
After about six months I got around to the task of removing

A sweet story about a Pinguin (German
spelling),
Roughly thirty years ago we visited an
antique store in Freemantle, somewhere near the shop window I spotted Norbert Torney
a German battery portable radio, it happened to be an "Akkord Pinguin 59"; Akkord's last tube
battery portable.

Akkord Pinguin 61 with perfect dial glass.
the dial, but then I had a second thought, mainly these sets
are expensive and difficult to get.
The Pinguin 61 is the
first full transistor AM
Akkord Pinguin 59 showing deteriorated dial
& FM set and
glass—above and below figures.
has additional feaThis set is very sophisticated and probably one of the
tures an input for a
best performers of its time. It incorporated medium wave,
record player and
short wave, long
tape recorder but no
wave and FM. It has
mains connection.
got a built in NICAD
battery for the filaAfter cleaning, the
ments a power supset looked rather good A rare Akkord Pinguin 57 with
ply with transformer
snakeskin cabinet
and I decided on a full
taps from 110 V to
overhaul. After 11 elec240 V and a charger
trolytic condensers, the mixer transistor and freeing the
for the NICAD.
tuning condenser I had a second quality Pinguin this time
a Pinguin 61.
The shop owner urged me to switch it on so I could hear
it playing. The drawback was the price. A few weeks later
But the story doesn't end here.
I dropped in to see whether the price had gone down; I
One day a South African guy turned up with a rare
was informed it had sold (with a fat grin of course). I was
snakeskin Pinguin 57 - the non FM export version. The
quite disappointed but that's what happens when you
story went his parents bought this one in Durban when
cheapskate.
he was little; it was a faithful companion but packed it in
after the family got to Perth and had the power cord reFollowing December we were invited to celebrate Christplaced. - All five tubes were burnt out; when I stated the
mas at Colleen's sisters place in Mandaring. There was
cost of repairing he wasn't happy.
an odd looking parcel with my name on it. After I undid
I pointed out that the snakeskin variety is rare and very
the rapping my eyes nearly popped out, there was my
collectible. His replay, "if you like it that much keep it". As
pretty Akkord Pinguin 59.
a result I own now three pretty Pinguins (German spelling
of course).
A few years ago the numbering on the dial glass started flaking off, so I started looking for a wreck that might get me a
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Richard Rennie sent this from the Keith Hutchings collection catalogue
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Note : Advertisements are placed free-of-charge,
but should be of a non-exploitive nature. (Editor)

Check out our Club Website!
VWGC.ORG.AU

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
WIRELESSES AND GRAMOPHONES

There are also Links to other pages relating to Membership, Meetings, Auctions, Contact Details, Club
Magazine, Advertisements, Gramophone Needles
etc. We are fortunate to have an excellent site managed by member Reg Gauci
So check it out and keep up to date!

WANTED TO BORROW
For research purposes
Brown wax Edison cylinder record
These are fragile. Please avoid
playing it before record is inspected
See photo below.
Richard Rennie 9330 1636

ALMOST SOLD OUT!
LIMITED COPIES
STILL AVAILABLE!

The stories and catalogues in this book
were largely produced by documenting those
Western Australian wirelesses and gramophones that
exist in local museums and private collections,
and by interviewing, over the past 20 years,
many of the people who actually built and/or sold
them.
207 pages
400 illustrations, most in colour.
The book may be purchased through:
STYLUS AVAILABLE FOR RECORD PLAYER
The club has a range of styli and cartridges available.
I also have MANY new styli (78 and Lp) available,
each at a small cost..
I have a catalogue to assist identification of required
cartridge and stylus.
Richard 9330 1636
rennie@lightandsound.net.au

Wanted (revised)
Step-down transformer—commercial unit in a metalcarry case with handle —1,000W (1 kvA),
Input 240/250V, Output 200/220V
Dennis Grimwood
diyaudio@oestex.com
FOR SALE
-I
n various makes and models
Speaker drivers - 8, 10 and 12 inch woofers, wide range,
midrange and tweeters
Speaker Cabinets complete with drivers - 2 and 3 way bookshelf and full size
Power Transformers - laminated and toroidal LV to HV
AM/FM Tuner/Receivers hi-fi modular

PA Amplifiers - with/without AM/FM tuner 35W100W
Contact: Dennis Grimwood
email: diyaudio@oestex.com
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